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Abstract

Background: The non-inertive-feedback thermofluidic engine (NIFTE) is a two-phase thermofluidic oscillator
capable of utilizing heat supplied at a steady temperature to induce persistent thermal-fluid oscillations. The NIFTE is
appealing in its simplicity and ability to operate across small temperature differences, reported as low as 30 °C in early
prototypes. But it is also expected that the NIFTE will exhibit low efficiencies relative to conventional heat recovery
technologies that target higher-grade heat conversion. Mathematical modeling can help assess the full potential of
the NIFTE technology.

Results: Our analysis is based on a nonlinear model of the NIFTE, which we extend to encompass irreversible thermal
losses. Both models predict that a NIFTE may exhibit multiple cyclic steady states (CSS) for certain design
configurations, either stable or unstable, a behavior that had never been hypothesized. A parametric analysis of the
main design parameters of the NIFTE is then performed for both models. The results confirm that failure to include the
irreversible thermal losses in the NIFTE model can grossly overpredict its performance, especially over extended
parameter domains. Lastly, we use the NIFTE model with irreversible thermal losses to assess the optimization
potential of this technology by conducting a multi-objective optimization. Our results reveal that most of the
optimization potential is achievable via targeted modifications of three design parameters only. The Pareto frontier
between exergetic efficiency and power output is also found to be highly sensitive to these optimized parameters.

Conclusions: The NIFTE is of practical relevance to a range of applications, including the development of solar-driven
pumps to support small-holder irrigation in the developing world. Given its low capital cost, potential improvements
greater than 50% in efficiency or power output are significant for the uptake of this technology. Conventional heat
recovery technologies are known to have higher efficiencies than those reported in this work, but they also have more
complex designs and operations, higher capital costs, and may not even be feasible for the temperature differences
considered herein. Future work should focus on confirming this model-based assessment via dedicated experimental
campaigns and on investigating design modifications to mitigate irreversible thermal losses.
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Background
High-temperature heat engines are ubiquitous in the
power generation industry, stationary distributed power
(co)generation, the transport andmany other sectors. This
demand for high-grade heat has led to ever increasing
rates of fossil-fuel consumption and resource depletion,
while at the same time concerns exist in relation to the
emissions associated with the combustion of these fuels.
There is therefore a pressing need for exploiting alterna-
tive heat sources.
Broadly speaking, heat available at a relatively low tem-

perature and for which there is no direct use is classified
as “low-grade”. Such heat is abundant in the process and
chemical industries, where it is often “wasted” by release
into the environment without further utilization. Large
amounts are also generated and available in solar col-
lectors and geothermal wells, among other applications.
Unfortunately, all technologies for low-grade heat conver-
sion to power are associated with low thermal efficiencies
[1, 2], a restriction imposed by the second law of thermo-
dynamics [3].
Thermofluidic oscillators are a class of engines for con-

verting heat into useful work via the creation of oscillatory
fluid motion. The non-inertive-feedback thermofluidic
engine (NIFTE) is a particular type of two-phase ther-
mofluidic oscillator [4–6]. The description of the con-
figuration and step-by-step operation of the NIFTE are
given as part of Fig. 1. The working fluid exists in both
the liquid and vapor phases, and changes phase peri-
odically during the operation (evaporation and conden-
sation). It can be tailored to suit the available external
heat source and sink temperatures. A NIFTE is simple
to construct and has few moving parts in comparison
with conventional engines, making it both a reliable and
low capital-cost technology, that is capable of converting
low-grade heat.
It has been established experimentally on early proto-

types [7] that a NIFTE is capable of operating with a
temperature difference as small as 30 °C between the heat
source and sink, and more recent versions of the technol-
ogy may be able to operate with temperature differences
even smaller than this. An early prototype was reported
as achieving thermal efficiencies up to 1% and exergetic
efficiencies—the thermal efficiency as a fraction of the
Carnot efficiency—between 1–2%, when operated with
a heat source at 65–90 °C, a heat sink at 4–12 °C, and
n-pentane as the working fluid [6, 8].
Such efficiencies can be considered low in compari-

son to those of other heat conversion technologies that
are typically designed and intended for higher-grade heat
sources, such as organic Rankine cycle (ORC) systems,
Stirling and thermoacoustic engines [3]. In general, ther-
mal efficiencies in the approximate range of 10–20%
are expected from ORC systems, also depending on the

Fig. 1 NIFTE fluid pump schematic, adapted from Reference [25].
Configuration. A NIFTE consists of four major elements: the displacer
cylinder ➇ that contains the hot ➃ and cold ➄ heat-exchangers; the
adiabatic vapor region ➈; the power cylinder ➆ that is connected to
the load ➁; and the feedback connection tube ➅. The white area
denotes the vapor phase, while the grey area denotes the liquid
phase of the working fluid. Operational cycle. Low-grade heat from an
external source is supplied to the system via the hot heat-exchanger
(HHX) ➃ to vaporize the working fluid. The pressure in the adiabatic
vapor region ➈ thus increases, causing the liquid level ➀ in the power
cylinder ➆ to fall below the equilibrium level. The liquid level ➂ in the
displacer cylinder ➇ drops as a result of the hydrostatic pressure via
the feedback connection ➅. The vapor comes into contact with the
cold heat-exchanger (CHX) ➄, where heat is removed from the
system, causing the vapor to condense and the liquid height to rise
back above the equilibrium position. Sustained oscillations in the load
➁ are thereby created by the cyclic condensation and evaporation of
the working fluid in the cylinders

system size, the lower end achievable at heat source
temperatures of about 100–150 °C and the upper end at
up to 400–500 °C [9]; while Stirling and thermoacoustic
engines have much lower efficiencies at those tempera-
tures, but can reach thermal efficiencies between 20–30%
at heat-source temperatures of 600–800 °C [3]. In one
example [10], a small-scale regenerative ORC power sys-
tem comprising a scroll expander and with R123 as the
working fluid was reported as having a thermal efficiency
upwards of 7% at a heat-source temperature of 165–183 °C
and an ambient air temperature of 22.5 °C cooling the con-
denser. In a traveling-wave thermoacoustic engine with air
as the working gas [11], a thermal efficiency of 14.5% was
reported under 25 bar, with a heat-source temperature of
650 °C and a cooling temperature of 12 °C. Importantly,
it can be seen that these conventional power generation
systems are neither technically suitable nor economically
feasible when the heat-source temperature drops below
100 °C. Furthermore, the construction and operation
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of these systems are invariably more complicated than
those for a thermofluidic oscillator, which has no or few
moving parts or mechanical components and dynamic
seals.
An alternative type of two-phase thermofluidic oscil-

lator, known as the Up-THERM engine, has also been
recently investigated for heat conversion applications
[12, 13]. A lab-scale Up-THERM engine had a predicted
exergetic efficiency of about 0.8%, when operating with
a heat source and sink at 450 °C and 10 °C, respec-
tively, and n-pentane as the working fluid [14]. It is also
worth noting that an optimized pilot-scale Up-THERM
engine with the same working fluid was predicted to yield
promising exergetic efficiencies between 10–40% for a
heat source temperature in the range 200–400 °C [13],
which is close to the efficiency of its ORC counterparts
and could even be higher with optimally selected working
fluids [15].
Nearly all of themathematical models proposed so far to

analyze the dynamical behavior of the NIFTE feature lin-
ear dynamics. Smith [4–6] first developed a linear model,
based upon earlier work on thermoacoustic engines [16]
and electrical analogies for thermal and fluid processes
[17, 18]. In this early work, the NIFTE components were
described by linear equations in analogy with electri-
cal components—namely, resistors to account for fluid
drag and thermal resistance, and capacitors to repre-
sent hydrostatic pressure and vapor compressibility—and
the heat-exchange rate between the hot and cold ele-
ments and the working fluid was assumed to be either
linear or constant. A complete engine model then con-
nects these electrical components into a circuit according
to the actual thermal-fluid technology layout. Inductors
were later introduced in the electrical analogy to account
for fluid inertia [7, 19], which allowed improvements to
the accuracy of the predictions, and an effort to con-
sider performance over wide parameter ranges was also
made [20].
Notwithstanding their ability to provide quantitative

predictions of the NIFTE performance via numerical sim-
ulation at marginal stability, these linear models cannot
describe the sustained and robust periodic oscillations
of the working fluid as observed in practice, which in
essence is a nonlinear phenomenon. Subject to a steady
temperature difference between the two heat-exchangers,
the engine reaches a cyclic steady state (CSS) after a
sufficiently long settling time, where the amplitude and
frequency of the oscillations remain constant. When vari-
ations in the heat-exchanger temperature difference or
other external disturbances occur, which is inevitable in
practice, the engine will eventually again return to a CSS
after some time. This is the signature of an asymptotically
stable limit cycle in the dynamics, which may only occur
in nonlinear dynamic systems.

Inspired by earlier work on exploiting the nonlinear-
ity of core physical elements to predict the efficiency and
robustness of thermodynamic engines [21–24], Markides
and co-workers [25] were the first to propose a non-
linear inertive model of the NIFTE, referred to as the
NTP model. The key nonlinearity in this model corre-
sponds to the physical saturation in heat transfer rate
between the hot and cold elements and the working
fluid, whereas the rest of the engine components are
described using the same linear electrical analogy used in
earlier work.
Failure to account for various irreversible thermal losses

in the early NIFTE models can lead to an overestimation
of the engine’s efficiency and work output by an order
of magnitude or more. Smith [6] identified the two pre-
dominant exergy losses to be: (i) shuttle losses, associated
with the irreversible two-way heat transfer between the
working fluid and the cylinder walls; and (ii) entrance and
retrograde condensation losses, caused by the alternat-
ing parasitic condensation and evaporation of the work-
ing fluid. Solanki and Markides [8, 26] were the first
to account explicitly for these losses in a linear NIFTE
model, which led to much more reliable efficiency predic-
tions. However, a similar extension of the NTP model to
encompass exergy losses has not yet been reported in the
literature.
This paper describes a detailed, model-based assess-

ment of the performance of the NIFTE technology. We
base our assessment on the existing NTP model, and
propose a model extension, referred to as NTP-TL,
that encompasses the irreversible thermal losses. Our
methodology entails a model-based analysis of key design
parameters—via the resistors, capacitors, inductors and
other gain values in the electrical analogy—in terms of
exergetic efficiency and average power output under CSS
operation, that leads to new insight into the operation and
limits of the NIFTE. We also perform a multi-objective
optimization based on the NTP-TL model to explore
the optimal trade-off between efficiency and power out-
put, and gain further insight into NIFTE’s optimization
potential.

Mathematical modeling
The two main thermal-fluid transport processes that gov-
ern the operation of a NIFTE device are: (i) pressure dif-
ferences, driving working-fluid flows through fluid com-
ponents; and (ii) temperature differences, responsible for
heat flows in thermal components.We provide a summary
of the models developed to describe these processes in the
fluid and thermal domains first, followed by a complete
statement of both the NTP and NTP-TL device models,
and a description of the performance indicators consid-
ered for the assessment. A nomenclature of the notation
used for mathematical modeling can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1 Nomenclature

A cross-section area (m2)

C capacitance (m4 s2 kg−1)

d diameter (m)

g gravitational acceleration (m2 s−1)

h heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)

K gain (–)

L inductance (kg m−4)

l length (m)

P pressure (Pa)

p parameter vector

R resistance (kg m−4 s−1)

Ṡ rate of change of entropy (W K−1)

s specific entropy (J kg−1 K−1)

complex frequency (rad s−1)

t time (s)

T temperature (K)

cyclic steady-state period (s)

U volumetric flowrate (m−3 s−1)

V volume (m3)

Ẇ work power (W)

Ẋ thermal exergy power (W)

x state vector

y position of vapor-liquid interface (m)

Z impedance (kg m−4 s−1)

α thermal diffusivity (m2 s−1)

� difference

η thermodynamic efficiency (–)

γ adiabatic index (–)

κ thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)

λ eigenvalue

μ dynamic viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)

ρ density (kg m−3)

	 surface area (m2)

τ reference time (s)

Subscripts and superscripts

ˆ dimensionless variable

¯ time-averaged value
L lower bound
U upper bound

° reference or equilibrium value

0 initial value

ad adiabatic vapor chamber

d displacer cylinder

ex exergetic

f feedback connection

gl glass

l load

p power cylinder

pf pumped fluid

sat fluid in saturation region

th thermal domain

tl thermal loss

vap vapor

wf working fluid

For further details about the model development, refer to
the original paper [25].

Fluid domain
The main components ➁, ➅, ➆, ➇, ➈ of the engine (cf.
labels in Fig. 1) are modeled based on electrical analogies.
The drag experienced by the working fluid in the load ➁

(due to viscosity) and in the feedback connection ➅ (due
to small diameter and/or a valve) are represented by resis-
tors, Ri. In particular, the model assumes that the fluid
flow in these elements is akin to viscous laminar flow in a
smooth pipe. The inertive effect experienced by the oscil-
lating liquid flow in the load ➁, feedback connection ➅,
power cylinder ➆, and displacer cylinder ➇ are modeled
by inductors, Li. The hydrostatic pressures at the bottom
of the power cylinder ➆ and displacer cylinder ➇, and the
adiabatic compression/expansion in the vapor region ➈

are represented by capacitors, Ci. The processes of vapor
compression and expansion undergone by the working
fluid in the vapor region ➈ are assumed to be isentropic
(i.e. both adiabatic and reversible).
These R, L,C parameters may be expressed in terms

of the physical and geometric properties of the NIFTE,
namely density, ρ and dynamic viscosity, μ of the work-
ing and pumped fluids (indexed with wf,pf, respectively),
and diameter, d, length, l and cross-sectional area, A of
the tubes and valves (indexed with l,f ,p ,d ,ad in reference
to the components ➁, ➅, ➆, ➇, ➈, respectively):

Rl =128μpfll
πd4l

, Rf =128μwflf
πd4f

,

Ll =ρpfll
Al

, Lf =ρwflf
Af

, Lp =ρwflp
Ap

, Ld =ρwfld
Ad

,

(1)

Cp = Ap
ρwfg

, Cd = Ad
ρwfg

, Cad = V ◦

γP◦ ,

with V ◦ and P◦, the equilibrium (time-averaged) volume
and pressure in the gas phase; γ , the adiabatic index; and
g, the gravitational acceleration. All of the physical proper-
ties, and therefore the R, L,C parameters themselves, are
assumed to be temperature independent. But for a par-
ticular fluid, the R, L,C parameter values can be adjusted
by varying the geometric properties (length l, diameter
d, and/or cross-sectional area A) of the corresponding
elements, which provides the basis for the parametric
analysis and optimization in the Results section below.
The electrical analogy assumes linearized first-order

governing equation between the volumetric flowrate of
the working fluid,Ui through a given component i and the
pressure difference, �Pi across that component:

�Pi = Ui Zi , (2)
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with Zi the impedance of component i. The impedance for
each of the main components of the engine is expressed
in terms of resistance, inductance and capacitance in
the Laplace domain, using the principle of superposition
to describe multiple effects occurring within the same
component:

Load ➁: Zl = Rl + s Ll
Feedback connection ➅: Zf = Rf + s Lf

Power cylinder ➆: Zp = s Lp + 1
s Cp

Displacer cylinder ➇: Zd = s Ld + 1
s Cd

Adiabatic vapour region ➈: Zad = 1
s Cad

These R, L,C elements, as arranged in a complete NIFTE
circuit, may be visualized in Fig. 2, for which further
details will be provided below.

Thermal domain
The thermal domain, which comprises the hot and cold
heat-exchangers ➃, ➄ within the displacer cylinder ➇,
converts heat into pressurization and fluid flow. We adopt
the usual assumptions that: (i) the spatial temperature
profile along the vertical walls of the heat-exchangers is
externally imposed as a boundary condition to the device
and does not vary with time; and (ii) the convective heat
transfer associated with phase change dominates over the
forced convection taking place away from an active region
near the vapor-liquid interface of the working fluid within
which phase-change heat transfer occurs. Under these

conditions, the heat transferred to the working fluid, Ẋth
is given by:

Ẋth = T◦Ṡth = hth Ath
[
Tth(y) − Tad

]
, (3)

with Ṡth, the associated rate of change of entropy; T◦, the
equilibrium (time-averaged) temperature; hth, the (con-
stant) phase-change convective heat transfer coefficient;
Ath, the surface area over which the heat transfer takes
place; Tad, the temperature of the working fluid; and Tth,
the heat-exchanger wall temperature experienced by the
working fluid at the vapor-liquid interface ➂, y.
The connection between Eq. 3 and the fluid domain pro-

ceeds by: (i) relating the entropy rate of change, Ṡth to
an equivalent volumetric flow-rate of vapor (due to phase
change), Uth via

Ṡth = ρ◦
vap �svapUth ,

with ρ◦
vap, the equilibrium (time-averaged) density of the

vapor, and �svap, the specific entropy of vaporization; and
(ii) relating temperatures to pressures as

Tth =
(
dT
dP

)

sat
Pth , Tad =

(
dT
dP

)

sat
Pad ,

with
(
dT
dP

)

sat
, the rate of change in saturation tempera-

ture of the working fluid with respect to the saturation
pressure. Using the same electrical analogy as in Eq. 2, we
obtain:

Pth − Pad = f (Pd) − Pad = Uth Zth , (4)

where the thermal impedance Zth consists of the thermal
resistance between the working fluid and the walls of the
heat-exchangers,

Fig. 2 Complete NIFTE circuit. Ri denotes a resistance, Ci a capacitance, Li an inductance, Pi a pressure, and Ui a volumetric flowrate. The subscript th
denotes the thermal domain, ad the adiabatic domain, l the load, p the power cylinder, d the displacer (heat-exchanger) cylinder, and f the
combined effect of the feedback connection and/or valve. The components in red relate to the part of the circuit describing irreversible thermal
losses, only relevant to the NTP-TL model
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Displacer cylinder ➇: Zth = Rth = ρ◦
vap �svapT◦

hth Ath
(
dT
dP

)

sat

The heat-exchanger wall temperature Tth, and the pres-
sure Pth likewise, vary with the vertical position y of the
vapor-liquid interface ➂, and can be related to the pres-
sure variable Pd = ρwf g y. In particular, the function f in
Eq. 4 may taken as either linear [6, 7] or nonlinear [25]
depending on modeling assumptions.
In addition to the thermal resistance Rth, two important

thermal loss mechanisms in the displacer cylinder ➇ are
the shuttle loss and the entrance and retrograde conden-
sation loss [6]. The former is associated with irreversible
alternating conductive heat transfer between the work-
ing fluid and the cylinder walls, which may be modeled
by a heat diffusion equation with either an isothermal or
adiabatic boundary condition. The latter is caused by the
alternating parasitic condensation and evaporation of the
working fluid via convective heat transfer. Following the
derivations in Refs. [8, 26], a total impedance representing
these thermal losses can be solved in the Laplace domain,
to arrive at the expressions:

Isothermal boundary condition:

Ztl = Atl√
s
tanh

(
Btl

√
s
) + Rtl,0 (5a)

Adiabatic boundary condition:

Ztl = Atl√
s
coth

(
Btl

√
s
) + Rtl,0 (5b)

where the thermal loss parameters Atl,Btl and Rtl,0 are
given by

Atl = ρ◦
vapT◦�svap

√
αgl

	gl
(
dT
dP

)

sat
κgl

, Btl = lgl√
αgl

, Rtl,0 = ρ◦
vapT◦�svap

hth	gl
(
dT
dP

)

sat

with αgl, κgl, lgl and 	gl, the thermal diffusivity, thermal
conductivity, length and surface area of the glass compo-
nent, respectively. We reiterate that the model assumes
the physical properties to be temperature independent.
In order to facilitate expressing the dynamic system in

the time domain, we consider an RC-circuit approxima-
tion for the nonlinear expression of Ztl herein, in the
form:

Ztl ≈ Rtl,0 +
n∑

i=0

[
1
Rtl,i

+ Ctl,is
]−1

, (6)

where n denotes the number of parallel R-C components
in series (see RC circuit depicted in red on Fig. 2). The
resistance and capacitance values Rtl,i and Ctl,i may be
estimated to match Ztl over a suitable frequency range.

Complete NIFTE models
A graphical depiction of the R, L,C elements within each
component of both the fluid and thermal domains is

shown in Fig. 2. The original NTP model [25] comprises
the components shown in black only. Addition of the com-
ponents in red describing irreversible thermal losses, gives
rise to the extended NTP-TL model.
A mathematical formulation of the NTP model

(Eqs. 7a–7e) from its electrical circuit analogue is
obtained by applying Kirchhoff ’s voltage and current laws.
A minimum of five independent thermodynamic vari-
ables is required to fully describe the system, here taken
as: the pressure in the adiabatic vapor region, P̂ad; the
hydrostatic pressures in the displacer cylinder, P̂d and in
the power cylinders, P̂p; and the volumetric flowrates in
the feedback tube, Ûf and in the power cylinder Ûp. The
resulting system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
is furthermore non-dimensionalized (denoted with )̂, by
using P◦,U◦ and τ as reference values for the pressures,
flowrates and time, respectively.

dP̂ad
dt̂

=
τ

[
f
(
P̂d

)
− P̂ad

]

RthCad
+

τU◦
(
Ûf + Ûp

)

P◦Cad
(7a)

dP̂d
dt̂

=τU◦Ûf
P◦Cd

(7b)

dP̂p
dt̂

=τU◦Ûp
P◦Cp

(7c)

dÛf

dt̂
=

(τP◦/U◦)
[
LlP̂p − LpP̂ad − (Lp + Ll)P̂d

]

Ll(Ld + Lf) + Lp(Ld + Lf + Ll)

− τ [ LlRf + Lp(Rf + Rl)] Ûf + τLpRlÛp
Ll(Ld + Lf) + Lp(Ld + Lf + Ll)

(7d)

dÛp

dt̂
=

(τP◦/U◦)
[
LlP̂d−(Ld + Lf)P̂ad−(Ld + Lf + Ll)P̂p

]

Ll(Ld + Lf) + Lp(Ld + Lf + Ll)

+ τ [ LlRf − (Ld + Lf)Rl] Ûf − τ(Ld + Lf)RlÛp
Ll(Ld + Lf) + Lp(Ld + Lf + Ll)

(7e)

The derivation of the NTP-TL model (Eqs. 7a’–7f) pro-
ceeds similarly to that of the NTP model above, yet with n
extra thermodynamic variables P̂tl,i representing the pres-
sures associated with each thermal loss capacitance Ctl,i.
Eq. 7a’ describing the dynamics of pressure P̂ad also com-
prises an extra term compared with Eq. 7a, to account for
the thermal losses.

dP̂ad
dt̂

=
τ

[
f (P̂d) − P̂ad

]

RthCad
+

τU◦
(
Ûf + Ûp

)

P◦Cad
−

τ
(
P̂ad − ∑n

i=1 P̂tl,i
)

Rtl,0Cad
(7a’)

dP̂tl,i
dt̂

=
τ

(
P̂ad − ∑n

i=1 P̂tl,i
)

Rtl,0Ctl,i
− τ P̂tl,i

Rtl,iCtl,i
, i = 1 . . . n (7f)

Observe that both NTP and NTP-TL models consist of
linear ODEs in the state variables, with the exception of
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the term f (P̂d) in Eqs. 7a and 7a’ describing the transfer
function between P̂d and P̂th. Early models of the NIFTE
[4–7, 19] have considered linear (static) transfer functions
of the form P̂th = Kth P̂d, where Kth is a proportional gain.
An alternative approach that also preserves linearity uses
the (dynamic) transfer function P̂th s = Kth P̂d [8, 27]. But
because they are fully linear, none of these models can
capture the robust periodic oscillations corresponding to
a (stable) limit cycle nonetheless.
To account for the fact that the temperature on the heat-

exchanger walls Tth cannot increase or decrease indefi-
nitely with the liquid level ➂ in the heat-exchanger block,
one can introduce a nonlinearity in the form of a satura-
tion function as the liquid level in the displacer cylinder
moves away from the equilibrium position (which lies
halfway between HHX ➃ and CHX ➄). Markides and
co-workers [25] proposed the saturation function

f (P̂d) = P̂max
th tanh

(
KthP̂d

)
, (8)

where the parameter P̂max
th sets the maximum (saturation)

temperature amplitude on the heat-exchanger walls; and
the nonlinear gain Kth determines the maximum rate of
heat transfer and is a function of the physical distance
between the hot and cold heat elements. More specifi-
cally, Kth is inversely proportional to the distance between
the HHX and the CHX; and directly proportional to the
temperature difference between the heat source and sink.
The resulting NIFTE models are comprised of nonlinear
ODEs, which have been shown to feature limit cycles [25].

Key performance indicators
An important indicator of the performance of a NIFTE
is the average useful power output from the load, Ẇl
given by

Ẇl = Pl(t)Ul(t) (9)

where Pl and Ul denote the pressure and volumetric
flowrate in the load, respectively; and the average value is
calculated over a steady-state cycle of the engine.
A second key performance criterion is the exergetic (or,

second law) efficiency of the engine, ηex defined as

ηex = Ẇl

Ẋth
= Pl(t)Ul(t)

Pth(t)Uth(t)
(10)

where Pth and Uth are the input thermal pressure and
volumetric flowrate associated with the phase change,
respectively; and Ẋth the exergy power input into the
device.
For given temperatures of the heat source and sink,

recall that the Carnot efficiency, ηca is constant, and there-
fore ηex is proportional to the thermal efficiency of the
engine, ηth = ηex ηca. The extra pressure and volumetric
flowrate states in Eqs. 9–10 are readily determined from

the application of Kirchoff ’s circuit laws in the electrical
circuit analogue (Fig. 2). Further information on the defi-
nition and interpretation of these performance indicators
may be found in Reference [7].

Methods
Cyclic steady-state detection and analysis
The search for a CSS of the NIFTE can be automated by
solving the following constrained dynamic optimization
problem,

min
x0,T

T (11)

s.t. ẋ(t) = f(x(t),p)

x(0) = x(T) = x0

where T denotes a cycle period; the ODEs right-hand
side, f corresponds to either the NTP model (Eqs. 7a–7e)
with the state vector x comprised of

(
P̂ad, P̂d, P̂p, Ûf, Ûp

)
,

or the NTP-TL model (Eqs. 7a’–7f) with x comprised
of

(
P̂ad, P̂d, P̂p, P̂tl, Ûf, Ûp

)
; and p is the vector of model

parameters (cf. Table 2).
Any solution x(·,p) to the problem (11) with T > 0

corresponds to a CSS of the NIFTE. However, this opti-
mization problem is over-parameterized, in the sense that
there exists infinitely many initial conditions x0 describing
a given CSS with T > 0. This issue is easily circumvented
– and without loss of generality – by forcing one of the
initial states to zero; e.g., P̂ad(0) = 0.
The optimization problem (11) is nonconvex and may

therefore present multiple (local) optima. These optima
may correspond to different CSS or equilibrium points
of the engine, but they could also be “parasitic” local
optima corresponding tomultiple periods, e.g. 2T , 3T , . . .,
of the same CSS. Herein, we use a simple single-shooting
approach as implemented in our in-house optimization
toolkit CRONOS1 to compute such local optima, and we
apply a multi-start search heuristic based on Sobol’ sam-
pling to detect the presence of multiple local optima.
CRONOS provides an interface to the nonlinear program-
ming (NLP) solver IPOPT [28] coupled with the ODE
integrator CVODES in SUNDIALS [29] for computing the
objective/constraint functions and their gradients. A local
optimization typically converges within a few seconds of
CPU time.
The stability of the limit cycle corresponding to a solu-

tion x(·,p) can be characterized by analyzing the so-called
monodromy matrix �p(T , 0), which is the fundamental
matrix solution to the variational equation [30, 31]

∀τ , t ∈[ 0,T] , ∂�p(t, τ)

∂t
= ∂f(t, x(t,p),p)

∂x
�p(t, τ)

(12a)
with �p(τ , τ) = I (12b)
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Table 2 Nominal parameter values in NTP and NTP-TL models of the NIFTE

Parameter Nominal value Units Parameter Nominal value Units

P̂max
th 1.37 – Atl 8.03 × 107 kgm−4 s− 3

2

Kth 3.30 × 102 – Btl 4.31 s
1
2

Rf 2.13 × 106 kgm−4 s−1 Rtl,0 3.15 × 107 kgm−4 s−1

Rl 4.08 × 106 kgm−4 s−1 Rtl,1 8.82 × 106 kgm−4 s−1

Rth 5.02 × 108 kgm−4 s−1 Rtl,2 1.72 × 107 kgm−4 s−1

Ld 1.80 × 105 kgm−4 Rtl,3 3.83 × 107 kgm−4 s−1

Lf 4.74 × 106 kgm−4 Rtl,4 2.81 × 108 kgm−4 s−1

Ll 1.27 × 107 kgm−4 Ctl,1 8.61 × 10−10 m4 s2 kg−1

Lp 3.77 × 105 kgm−4 Ctl,2 5.95 × 10−9 m4 s2 kg−1

Cad 1.76 × 10−9 m4 s2 kg−1 Ctl,3 1.79 × 10−8 m4 s2 kg−1

Cd 7.35 × 10−8 m4 s2 kg−1 Ctl,4 2.66 × 10−8 m4 s2 kg−1

Cp 7.43 × 10−8 m4 s2 kg−1 P◦ 1.013 × 105 Pa

τ 5.00 s U◦ 8.00 × 10−4 m3 s−1

Values of parameters not associated with thermal loss are in accordance with Ref. [25]; while those of parameters associated with thermal loss are estimated by fitting thermal
loss impedance with isothermal boundary conditions using fourth-order RC circuits

In practice, the monodromy matrix can be conveniently
computed as �p(T , 0) = ∂x(T ,p)

∂x0 , e.g. using the sensitivity
analysis capabilities of the integrator CVODES.
One (at least) of the eigenvalues of the monodromy

matrix shall always be equal to 1. The limit cycle x(·,p)

is asymptotically stable (attractor) if all of the remaining
eigenvalues lie within the open unit disk,

max
i

|λi(�p(T , 0))| < 1 (13)

If any of these eigenvalues has a modulus greater than 1,
the limit cycle is otherwise unstable (repeller).
Bifurcation occurs when a small change made to the val-

ues of a system’s parameters p causes a sudden qualitative
change in its asymptotic behavior [31]. Of particular inter-
est in the NIFTE are so-called Hopf bifurcations, whereat
the equilibrium position x = 0 (origin) loses stability
and a periodic solution arises. Such bifurcations can be
detected upon repeating the solution of the optimization
problem (11) at a large number of parameter values. One
can then use dedicated codes to confirm the presence
of a bifurcation and refine its location, such as MatCont
[32, 33] which implements a numerical continuation
approach in MATLAB. The presence of multiple Hopf
bifurcations for a particular parameter can be an indica-
tion for the co-existence ofmultiple limit cycles for certain
engine configurations.

Multi-objective optimization
Finding the design parameters that maximize both the
exergetic efficiency and the average power output of a
NIFTE leads to a multi-objective optimization (MOO)
problem in the form of

min
x0,T ,p

{Ẇl(x(·)), ηex(x(·))} (14)

s.t. ẋ(t) = f(x(t),p)

x(0) = x(T) = x0
pL ≤ p ≤ pU

with Ẇl and ηex as defined in Eqs. 9–10; and using the
same notation as in the problem (11). Notice that the ini-
tial conditions x0 and cycle time T are decision variables
alongside the design variables p in order to enforce opti-
mal performance under CSS operation. The solution set
to the problem (14) gives rise to a so-called Pareto opti-
mal frontier [34], whereby each point is non-dominated in
the sense that no better feasible solution exist in terms of
the two objectives simultaneously: betterment of the exer-
getic efficiency compared to a point on the Pareto frontier
results in worsening of the average power output, and
vice versa.
Herein, we approximate the Pareto frontier of the prob-

lem (14) via scalarization, and we proceed by solving
the following single-objective optimization problems for a
collection of scalars α ∈[ 0, 1]:

min
x0,T ,p

(1 − α)Ẇl(x(·)) + αηex(x(·)) (15)

s.t. ẋ(t) = f(x(t),p)

x(0) = x(T) = x0
pL ≤ p ≤ pU

Clearly, the problems with α = 0 and α = 1 correspond to
the two extremes of maximizing the average power output
and the exergetic efficiency, respectively. It is noteworthy
that such a simple scalarization approach fails to describe
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nonconvex portions of a Pareto frontier in general [34],
but our results later on will confirm that this situation
does not occur for the Pareto frontiers of interest herein.
In order to tackle the single-objective optimization

problem (15), we furthermore apply a two-level decom-
position: for a given design vector p, the inner problem
determines the values of x0 and T that yield the CSS with
best performance, e.g. in case multiple CSS coexist, or
detects that no (nontrivial) CSS is possible; whereas the
outer optimization problem operates on the design vec-
tor p only, and solves the inner optimization problem at
each iteration in order to calculate the performance under
CSS operation for a particular instance of p. The inner
optimization problems are solved in the same way as the
CSS detection problem (11) earlier, i.e. using a combina-
tion of local search and multi-start search heuristic. As
for the outer problem, we implement a simple Nelder-
Mead simplex algorithm [35], a derivative-free approach
with slow convergence but tolerant to numerical noise,
with a termination tolerance on the minimum simplex
diameter (set to 10−3 in log-scale here). In order to rule
out convergence to local (suboptimal) solutions and ini-
tialize the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, the search
space is probed using low-discrepancy sampling based on
Sobol’ sequences [36] (with 10,000 points here), and the
NIFTE performance under CSS operation is computed at
each sampling point. Algorithm 1 provides a summary of
the multi-objective optimization procedure. The parame-
ter range is set to ± 3 orders of magnitude around their
nominal values (see below), and the set of weights con-
sidered in the scalarized cost of the problem (15) are{
0, 1

2000 ,
1

1000 ,
1

500 ,
1

200 ,
1

100 ,
1
50 ,

1
20 ,

1
10 ,

1
5 , 1

}
. Each run of the

Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm in order to determine one
point on the Pareto frontier takes up to a few hundred
iterations to converge.

Results and discussion
Case study description
The assessment presented in this section is based on a
working prototype of the NIFTE. A temperature differ-
ence of 80 °C is applied across the heat-exchanger, with the
cold source at ambient temperature and a corresponding
Carnot efficiency of about 20%. The pumped and working
fluids in this prototype are water and n-pentane, respec-
tively. The load corresponds to a delivery pipe of 1 m
in length and with a diameter of 0.01 m that would in
practice be connecting a supply tank of water to the des-
tination tank. Further details concerning this prototype
may be found in Refs. [6, 7, 19].
Table 2 reports the nominal values for the electrical ana-

logues Ri, Li and Ci in the NTP model (Eqs. 7a–7e) as well
as the parameters Kth, P̂max

th in the heat transfer function
(Eq. 8) and the reference values P◦, U◦, τ . These were cal-
culated based on the prototype’s physical properties, and

Algorithm 1 Multi-objective optimization procedure for
NIFTE design.
Input: Design parameter subset p ∈ R

n, and parameter
range [pL,pU]

Exploration:

1 Generate sample points p ∈ [
pL,pU

]
using Sobol’

sampling
2 For each sample point, apply multi-start optimization

to solve the CSS problem (11), and record the
corresponding initial conditions x0, cycle time T,
average power output Ẇl, and exergetic efficiency ηex

Refinement: Repeat for different weights αi ∈[0, 1],
i = 1, 2, . . .

3 Identify the n + 1 sampling points yielding the
maximal scalarized cost, (1 − αi)Ẇl + αiηex, and
form an initial simplex with these points

4 Nelder-Mead simplex: Repeat until convergence

4.1 Generate new candidate points using the
Nelder-Mead simplex rules (dilation,
contraction, reflection)

4.2 Apply multi-start optimization to solve the
CSS problem (11) at each candidate point, and
record the corresponding initial conditions x0,
cycle time T, average power output Ẇl, and
exergetic efficiency ηex

4.3 Form a new simplex by updating one of the
vertices in the current simplex

Output: Points on the Pareto frontier of the
problem (14), corresponding to the selected weights

it is noteworthy that the NTP model was tested against
experimental data with these parameter values (referred
to as Set-I in Ref. [25]). In spite of its simplicity compared
to complexity of the actual device, the NTPmodel is capa-
ble of early-stage engineering predictions of the NIFTE’s
operation and performance.
The same parameter values are used in the NTP-

TL model (Eqs. 7a’–7f). Values for the extra parameters
n, Rtl,i,Ctl,i in the approximate thermal-loss impedance
(Eq. 6) were determined by fitting the thermal-loss
impedance with isothermal boundary condition (Eq. 5a),
using standard MATLAB tools. In order to obtain accu-
rate gain and phase predictions in the frequency range
of interest, 0.1–100 rad s−1 for the NIFTE prototype at
hand, a minimum of n = 4 RC-circuits in series is nec-
essary here (Fig. 3). The fitted values of Rtl,i and Ctl,i for
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Fig. 3 Bode plot of thermal loss impedance. The approximate
thermal-loss impedance (Eq. 6) with n = 4 and values of Rtl,i , Ctl,i as in
Table 2 is plotted in black solid line. The thermal-loss impedances
with isothermal boundary condition (Eq. 5a) and adiabatic boundary
condition (Eq. 5b) are plotted in blue and red dashed lines,
respectively

i = 1 . . . 4 are reported in Table 2. Notice that the values
of the parametersAtl, Btl, Rtl,0 in Eq. 5 used for the calibra-
tion were also calculated based on the prototype’s physical
properties, reported in Table 2 for completeness. Inter-
estingly, the use of RC-circuit in series to approximate
the thermal-loss impedance with isothermal boundary
condition also yields an excellent agreement for its coun-
terpart with adiabatic boundary condition (Eq. 5b) in
the frequency range 0.2–100 rad s−1. Such close agree-
ment suggests that both types of boundary conditions
in Eq. 5 to express the thermal-loss impedance should
lead to minimal differences in quantitative predictions by
the NTP-TL model. Both types of boundary conditions
are indeed relevant as they are representative of different
applications of the NIFTE technology.

Cyclic-steady-state multiplicity and stability
This subsection investigates the asymptotic behavior of
a NIFTE based on the NTP and NTP-TL models. It has

already been established [25], based on the NTP model,
that a given engine may or may not exhibit a limit cycle.
A key finding herein is that a given engine could in fact
exhibit multiple CSS, which could be either stable or
unstable, an observation that had never been reported
before.
To illustrate this behavior, we first consider a NIFTE

with all its parameters at their nominal values (Table 2),
except the feedback inductance Lf = 4.74×105 kgm−4 s−1

(10-fold smaller than the nominal value). When using the
NTP model and solving the optimization problem (11) as
described earlier, three possible asymptotic behaviors are
identified for this NIFTE configuration. The first one is a
trivial equilibrium point at the origin, which is unstable.
The other two are limit cycles with periods T = 1.30 s
(CSS1) and T = 0.88 s (CSS2). The spectra of the mon-
odromy matrices (Eq. 12) at CSS1 and CSS2 are reported
in Table 3. Since all the eigenvalues of the monodromy
matrix at CSS1 lie within the unit disk (Eq. 13), this CSS
describes a stable limit cycle. By contrast, the monodromy
matrix at CSS2 has two of its eigenvalues outside the unit
disk (shown in red), and so this is an unstable limit cycle.

Table 3 Asymptotic stability and performance of a NIFTE with
nominal parameter values (Table 2), except
Lf = 4.74 × 105 kgm−4 s−1

CSS1 CSS2 CSS1’

-0.4704+0.2959i -0.3848+1.2078i 1.0000

-0.4704-0.2959i -0.3848-1.2078i 0.4661

0.1028 0.0348 -0.0971 + 0.0681i

0.3093 0.7958 -0.0971 - 0.0681i

Spectrum 1.0000 1.0000 0.0467

– – 0.0358

– – 0.0001

– – 0.0000

– – 0.0000

CSS period,
T [s]

1.31 0.88 1.69

Exergetic
efficiency,
ηex [%]

3.07 24.4 1.05

Average
power
output,
Ẇl [W]

0.79 1.33 0.26

Average
exergy
input,
Ẋth [W]

25.7 5.44 24.5

The eigenvalues causing instability are shown in red. The period, exergetic
efficiency, power output and thermal input of the cyclic steady states are also
reported for comparison. CSS1: stable limit cycle of NTP model. CSS2 unstable limit
cycle of NTP model. CSS1’: (unique) stable limit cycle of NTP-TL model. The origin is
an unstable equilibrium point of both NTP and NTP-TL models
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The pressure-volume phase diagrams in Fig. 4 are
obtained by simulating the NIFTE over an extended time
horizon, from different initial states. They represent the
pressure Pl against the volume Vl of the working fluid,
given by V̇l = Ul, and so the perimeter of the cycle limit
is proportional to the work output,Wl over one complete
cycle:

Wl =
∫ T

0
Pl(t)Ul(t)dt =

∮
Pl dVl

It is clear that CSS1 acts as an attractor for the trajectories,
and the origin as a repeller (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, trajec-
tories initialized near CSS2 eventually escape away from
that limit cycle and are again attracted by CSS1, thereby
showing two clusters of trajectories (Fig. 4b). All of these
observations are in agreement with the numerical stability
results in Table 3.
The comparison of performance indicators in the bot-

tom half of Table 3 reveals that a 70%-greater average
useful power Ẇl (Eq. 9) is generated by operating the
NIFTE at the (unstable) CSS2 compared with the (sta-
ble) CSS1. Because the engine is attracted to CSS1 when
initialized near the origin (Fig. 4a), reaching (and then
remaining around) an alternative, potentially better limit
cycle such as CSS2 would require a tailored control strat-
egy. This could be done, for example, by manipulating the
valve in the feedback connection ➅ (Fig. 1), a dynamic
control that has never been applied in practice however.
Notice also that CSS2 has a 30%-shorter period T and an
8-fold greater exergetic efficiency ηex (Eq. 10) than CSS1.
The latter is not only the result of the greater useful power
output at CSS2, but also a 5-fold lower exergy power input
Ẋth (Eq. 10) into the engine from the heat source. Coinci-
dentally, the combination of a shorter period and a larger
power output at CSS2 results in about the same work out-
put during a complete cycle of CSS1 (Wl = 1.03 J) or
CSS2 (Wl = 1.07 J). This can seen on Fig. 4b, where the
limit cycles for CSS1 and CSS2 appear to have identical
perimeters.
Unlike the NTP model, a simulation of the same NIFTE

with the NTP-TL model in problem (11) predicts a
unique, stable limit cycle (CSS1’). This CSS has a slightly
longer period than CSS1, while both the exergetic effi-
ciency and power output are reduced by about 3-fold
(Table 3). This dramatic reduction is of course attributed
to the extra thermal losses in NTP-TL, confirming that
their inclusion is paramount to the accuracy of the model
predictions. The perimeter of the limit cycle CSS1’ on the
pressure-volume phase diagrams in Fig. 4c is accordingly
much shorter in comparison with that of CSS1 on Fig. 4a.
In the following subsections, a parametric analysis of

the NIFTE is carried out by varying (combinations of)
the design parameters in the feedback, displacer and
power cylinders and heat-exchanger, and analyzing the

performance of the corresponding CSS using both the
NTP and NTP-TL models. A multi-objective optimiza-
tion is also conducted with the NTP-TL model in order
to investigate the optimal trade-offs between exergetic
efficiency and power input when varying three or more
parameters.

Parametric analysis of (Rf, Lf)
Previous studies [6, 7] have shown that the performance
of NIFTE is highly sensitive to the feedback resistance Rf
and the feedback inductance Lf. These parameters can be
varied in a physical device by modifying the geometry of
the feedback tube (e.g., lf, df or Af; see Eq. 1) or the posi-
tion of a feedback valve thereof. This subsection presents
a joint parametric analysis of the feedback parameters Rf
and Lf using both models, while all other parameters are
held constant at their nominal values (Table 2).We use the
superscript + to denote the ratio between a parameter and
its nominal value.

NTPmodel
Both the exergetic performance ηex and useful power
output Ẇl predicted by the NTP model under CSS oper-
ation are shown in Fig. 5, for a wide parameter range
spanning several orders of magnitude around the nom-
inal parameter values. By repeating the solution of the
optimization problem (11) over this range, we could iden-
tify up to two limit cycles, denoted by CSS1 and CSS2 in
agreement with previous notation. The stability of each of
these CSS is further determined by the eigenvalues of their
monodromy matrices (Eq. 12), and we report the sepa-
ration between stable and unstable CSS on each plot in
Fig. 5. Notice that multiple CSS only co-exist in the sub-
domain

(
R+
f , L

+
f
) ∈[ 0.001, 10]×[ 0.044, 0.145], with either

one stable and one unstable CSS, or even two stable CSS.
As far as the effect of Rf is concerned, a reduction of the

feedback resistance with all other parameters fixed leads
to a larger useful power output and a larger exergetic effi-
ciency, for both CSS1 (Fig. 5a) and CSS2 (Fig. 5b). This
behavior is consistent with previous parametric analyses
conducted with the NTP model [25]. The parameter Lf
is also found to have a high impact on the exergetic per-
formance ηex and useful power output Ẇl, but analyzing
these variations is more intricate. In the case of CSS1, an
overall trend is for the useful power output to increase as
Lf is lowered, whereas the exergetic efficiency is maximal
around the nominal Lf value

(
L+
f = 1

)
. These different

trends, alongside the wavy pattern on Fig. 5a, is attributed
to a shift in phase between oscillations in the load and dis-
placer cylinders, as a result of the variation in gas-liquid
interface and hydraulic pressure due to the phase change.
Notice also that nearly all of CSS1 points are stable, apart
from those corresponding to the smallest Lf values that
turn into unstable before vanishing. In the case of CSS2 by
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a

b

c

Fig. 4 Pressure-volume phase diagrams of a NIFTE simulated over an extended time horizon. The NIFTE is simulated using either the NTP or NTP-TL
model with nominal parameters values (Table 2), except Lf = 4.74 × 105 kgm−4 s−1. a: Trajectory of the NTP model repelled from the origin and
attracted to CSS1. b: Trajectory of the NTP model repelled by CSS2 and attracted to CSS1. c: Trajectory of the NTP-TL model repelled from the origin
and attracted to CSS1’

contrast, a trend is for the exergetic efficiency to decrease
as Lf is lowered, while the useful power output passes
through a maximum that is shifting to lower Lf values as
Rf itself is lowered.
The results in Fig. 5 thus reveal a trade-off between

ηex and Ẇl in terms of maximizing NIFTE performance.
The maximal efficiency ηex is predicted to be as high as
77% at

(
R+
f , L

+
f
) = (0.001, 0.145), yet with a very small

power output of 0.1 W; whereas the maximum power
output is 5.4 W at

(
R+
f , L

+
f
) = (0.001, 0.001), but with

a lower exergetic efficiency of about 36%. These val-
ues should be considered relative to the nominal NIFTE
configuration

(
R+
f = L+

f = 1
)
, which has a predicted exer-

getic efficiency and average power output of about 2.6%
and 0.86 W, respectively. Whether the primary target is
to maximize the efficiency or to produce more power
should normally drive the design of a NIFTE in prac-
tice. Here, a good compromise could aim for a design
near the separatrix between stable and unstable CSS2 in
Fig. 5b; for instance at L+

f = 0.03 and R+
f < 0.01, where

the predicted power output and exergetic efficiency are
greater than 5.2 W and 45%, respectively. Because these
CSS are at the verge of instability, a control strategy [37]

might become necessary in order to stabilize the NIFTE
nonetheless.
Although the NTP model is capable of accurate pre-

dictions of several key operational characteristics of the
NIFTE, such as its oscillation frequency, we shall see in
the remainder of the paper that such improvements in effi-
ciency and power output are unfortunately an artifact of
this model as it fails to describe irreversible thermal losses.

NTP-TLmodel
We conduct the same parametric analysis of NIFTE, now
accounting for thermal losses with the NTP-TL model.
The predicted exergetic efficiency ηex and average power
output Ẇl under CSS operation are presented in Fig. 6, for
a wide parameter range spanning several orders of magni-
tude around the nominal parameter values. A first notable
difference with the NTP-TL model is that a unique limit
cycle is detected via the repeated solution of the optimiza-
tion problem (11) for

(
R+
f , L

+
f
) ∈[0.001, 10]2, which we

refer to as CSS1’ in agreement with Table 3. This CSS1’ is
furthermore stable over the explored parameter range.
The variations in exergetic efficiency and power output

of CSS1’ do not display the same wavy pattern that could
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a

b
Fig. 5 Predicted effect of Rf and Lf on NIFTE performance using the NTP model. Two distinct cyclic steady states are detected, denoted by CSS1 and
CSS2, which are overlapping for certain (Rf , Lf) combinations. The effect on both the exegetic efficiency ηex (left plots) and the average power
output Ẇl (right plots) is shown for each cyclic steady-state. R+

f and L+f refer to Rf and Lf normalized by their respective nominal values in Table 2.
The remaining parameters are set to their nominal values. The separatrix between stable and unstable limit cycles are shown in white, with arrows
pointing in the direction of stable limit cycles

be observed for CSS1 in Fig. 5a either, although CSS1’
presents several minima and maxima across the parame-
ter range. The maximal efficiency ηex is predicted to be
around 1.1% at

(
R+
f , L

+
f
) = (3.16, 0.001), while a maxi-

mal average power output Ẇl of 0.31W is predicted at(
R+
f , L

+
f
) = (1.38, 0.316). Thee values are now to be com-

pared with the predicted exergetic efficiency of 0.69% and
predicted average power output of 0.24 W for the nomi-
nal NIFTE configuration

(
R+
f = L+

f = 1
)
. A general trend

on Fig. 6 is for both the efficiency and power output to
increase as Lf is reduced from its nominal value. In partic-
ular, these results suggest that enhanced performance of
the NIFTE prototype by 30–50% could be achieved via a

significant reduction in Lf, while maintaining Rf close to
nominal.
These predictions by the NTP-TL model are a major

departure from those of the NTP model. The compari-
son between Figs. 5a and 6a, where the feasible ranges of
(Rf, Lf) largely overlap, shows that accounting for thermal
losses may cause a 10- to 20-fold drop in the predicted
exergetic efficiency and average power output, especially
for the most promising NIFTE configurations determined
by the NTP model. Despite the fact that the NTP and
NTP-TL model predictions are close for certain oper-
ational characteristics of the NIFTE, such as its oscil-
lation frequency, these extreme differences in efficiency
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and power output predictions shed doubt on whether
the NTP model is capable of accurate, quantitative pre-
dictions of the NIFTE performance over wide parameter
ranges. By contrast, the level of performance predicted
by the NTP-TL model is in good agreement with direct
experimental evidence [6, 7], where the exergetic effi-
ciency of the NIFTE prototype was measured between
0.4–1.6%. It was also observed experimentally that the
exergetic efficiency could improve by increasing the feed-
back resistance Rf, a behavior that is not described by the
NTP model.

Parametric analysis of (Cp, Lp)
Apart from the feedback cylinder, the design of the power
cylinder where the working fluid is in direct contact with
the pumped fluid in the load (Fig. 1), is also known to
impact the NIFTE performance greatly. This subsection
carries out a joint parametric analysis of the capacitance
Cp and inductance Lp based on the NTP-TL model only,
with all the other parameters held constant at their nom-
inal values (Table 2). Both Cp and Lp could be varied in
a physical device by modifying either the length lp or the
cross-section area Ap of the power cylinder (Eq. 1).
The predicted exergetic efficiency ηex and average

power output Ẇl under CSS operation are presented in
Fig. 7, for

(
L+
p ,C+

p

)
∈[ 0.01, 100]2. By repeating the solu-

tion of the optimization problem (11) over this param-
eter range, we could identify three distinct limit cycles,
denoted by CSS1”, CSS2” and CSS3”. Notice that CSS1”
is the unique limit cycle in a wide domain around the
nominal NIFTE design

(
L+
p = C+

p = 1
)
. The domains of

existence of CSS2” and CSS3” overlap with CSS1” for val-
ues of C+

p ≤ 0.025 and L+
p ≥ 17, respectively, yet these

domains are much narrower.
By far the most promising limit cycle is CSS1” in Fig. 7a,

both in terms of exergetic efficiency and power output.
The entire range of CSS1” is furthermore stable. The max-
imal efficiency ηex is predicted to be slightly below 1%
at

(
C+
p , L+

p

)
= (24.5, 0.105), with efficiencies above 0.9%

achieved in a wide subdomain of CSS1” with C+
p ≥ 3 and

L+
p ≤ 1. A maximal average power output Ẇl of 0.31 W

is predicted at
(
C+
p , L+

p

)
= (4.90, 0.01), with improved

power outputs again observed in a wide band with 3 ≤
C+
p ≤ 10 and L+

p around or below nominal. Similar to
the sensitivity analysis for (Rf, Lf) earlier, these results sug-
gest that the performance of the NIFTE prototype could
be enhanced by 30–50% by increasing Cp and reducing
Lp from their nominal values in the NIFTE prototype
at hand.

Parametric analysis of (Cd, Ld)
A third sensitivity analysis is conducted using the NTP-TL
model in terms of the capacitanceCd and inductance Ld of
the displacer cylinder, with all the other parameters held
constant at their nominal values (Table 2). Similar to the
parameter pair (Cp, Lp) earlier, both Cd and Ld could be
varied in a physical device by modifying either the length
ld or the cross-section area Ad of the displacer cylinder
(Eq. 1).
The predicted exergetic efficiency ηex and average

power output Ẇl under CSS operation are shown in Fig. 8,

a
Fig. 6 Predicted effect of Rf and Lf on NIFTE performance using the NTP-TL model. A unique, stable cyclic steady state is detected here. The effect on
both the exegetic efficiency ηex (left plots) and the average power output Ẇl (right plots) is shown for each cyclic steady state. R+

f and L+f refer to Rf
and Lf normalized by their respective nominal values in Table 2. The remaining parameters are set to their nominal values. All of the limit cycles are
stable on both plots
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b

a

c
Fig. 7 Predicted effect of Cp and Lp on NIFTE performance using the NTP-TL model. Three distinct cyclic steady states are detected, denoted by
CSS1”, CSS2”, and CSS3”, which are overlapping for certain (Cp, Lp) combinations. The effect on both the exegetic efficiency ηex (left plots) and the
average power output Ẇl (right plots) is shown for each cyclic steady-state. C+

p and L+p refer to Cp and Lp normalized by their respective nominal
values in Table 2. The remaining parameters are set to their nominal values. The separatrix between stable and unstable limit cycles are shown in
white, with arrows pointing in the direction of stable limit cycles. All of the limit cycles are stable on those plots that do not have a separatrix
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for
(
L+
d ,C

+
d

) ∈[ 0.01, 100]2. By repeating the solution of
the optimization problem (11) over this parameter range,
two distinct limit cycles emerged, denoted by CSS1”’ and
CSS2”’. Like previously with (Cp, Lp), we find that CSS1”’
is the unique limit cycle in a wide subdomain around the
nominal NIFTE design

(
L+
d = C+

d = 1
)
. The domain of

existence of CSS2”’ overlaps with that of CSS1”’ over a
narrow band with C+

d ∈[ 0.046, 0.063]. A majority of the
limit cycles are furthermore stable, under either CSS1”’ or
CSS2”’.
The most promising limit cycle is CSS1”’ in Fig. 8a, with

predicted exergetic efficiencies and power outputs three-
to four-times higher than CSS2”’ in Fig. 8b. A maximal
efficiency ηex of about 0.93% is predicted at

(
C+
d , L

+
d
) =

(0.229, 0.010); and the maximum power output Ẇl is pre-
dicted to be 0.32W at

(
C+
d , L

+
d
) = (0.055, 95.5). The gain

in power output is about identical to the gains predicted
by adjusting the feedback parameters (Rf, Lf) or the dis-
placer parameters (Cp, Lp); whereas the gain in efficiency,
in the order of 35% compared to the nominal NIFTE, is
lower than the gains predicted by adjusting by (Rf, Lf) or
(Cp, Lp). A general trend on Fig. 8a is for both the effi-
ciency and power output to increase as Cd is reduced
to within the range C+

d ∈[ 0.15, 0.3], while the parame-
ter Ld exhibits a relatively lower sensitivity in the NIFTE
prototype.

Parametric analysis of Kth
To complete the assessment, we conduct a final para-
metric analysis of the nonlinear gain Kth using the NTP-
TL model, with all the other parameters held constant
at their nominal values (Table 2). The gain represents
the maximum rate of heat transfer across the heat-
exchanger, which may be varied in a physical device
by adjusting either the distance between the HHX and
CHX elements (Fig. 1), or the temperature difference
thereof.
The top-left plot in Fig. 9 shows the predicted exer-

getic efficiency ηex versus average power output Ẇl under
CSS operation, for K+

th ∈[ 0.09, 10]. The embedded table
reports the values of K+

th at four selected points (red
circles), in addition to the nominal point (green trian-
gle). The general trend is for ηex to increase and Ẇl to
decreases as Kth is reduced, i.e. as the HHX and CHX ele-
ments are drawn further apart or the temperature differ-
ence is reduced. The sensitivity of K+

th appears to be very
low around the nominal value

(
K+
th = 1

)
, where increas-

ing K+
th only leads to marginal variations in average power

output and exegetic efficiency. The engine performance
becomes notably more sensitive to values ofK+

th < 0.5, but
a CSS ceases to exist below K+

th ≈ 0.09 due to the HHX
and CHX elements no longer allowing for a sufficient heat
transfer rate. The exergetic efficiency there is predicted to
increase by over 10% compared to the nominal efficiency,

but the NIFTE may no longer be practical because of the
dramatic reduction in power output that ensues.
A physical interpretation of this parametric analysis is

that the performance of the NIFTE would be seldom
affected if either the temperature difference or the dis-
tance between heat-exchangers were to vary by a factor
of 2 or even larger. In particular, these results corrob-
orate experimental evidence and suggest that a NIFTE
might indeed remain feasible for temperature differences
lower than 30 °C, without reducing the power output or
exergetic efficiency significantly.

Multi-objective optimization by varying multiple
parameters
Results of the parametric analyses conducted in the previ-
ous subsections revealed that adjusting the pairs (Rf, Lf),
(Cp, Lp) and (Cd, Ld) of design parameters in the dif-
ferent NIFTE cylinders could enhance the work output
by up to 30% or the exergetic efficiency by over 50%
in the NIFTE prototype. For instance, the top-right plot
in Fig. 9 shows the Pareto frontier of maximal exer-
getic efficiency versus maximal power output for the pair
(Rf, Lf). This Pareto frontier was constructed using the
same parametric sensitivity data as in Fig. 6. Values of(
R+
f , L

+
f
)
corresponding to the labeled points A–E on the

frontier are also reported in the embedded table for com-
parison. Moving along the Pareto frontier from A to E
in this case entails increasing the value of R+

f by 2-fold,
while simultaneously decreasing the value of L+

f toward
zero. Such Pareto frontiers are helpful to visualize the
trade-offs between objectives, identify an acceptable com-
promise based on engineering priorities, and assess the
sensitivity of Pareto-optimal decisions toward the design
parameters.
Next, we apply multi-objective optimization to charac-

terize the Pareto frontier for combinations of three or
more design parameters, by following the scalarization
and bi-level decomposition approach described earlier.
The Pareto frontier obtained by adding the design param-
eter Cp to the pair (Rf, Lf) is displayed on the bottom-left
plot in Fig. 9. Also shown on this plot are the results of
the Sobol’ sampling used to cross-check the Pareto points
determined by the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm.
A first observation is that the performance of the

NIFTE is clearly enhanced by the addition of an extra
design parameter to the optimization problem, especially
in terms of the maximal power output which improves by
a further 15%. Values of the triplet

(
R+
f , L

+
f ,C

+
p

)
at points

A–E along the frontier (embedded table in bottom-left
plot) suggest a radically different design strategy com-
pared with the (Rf, Lf) case on the top-right plot. Here,
reaching the Pareto frontier entails decreasing the value
of R+

f toward zero and moving along the frontier from A
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b

a

Fig. 8 Predicted effect of Cd and Ld on NIFTE performance using the NTP-TL model. Two distinct cyclic steady states are detected, denoted by
CSS1”’ and CSS2”’, which are overlapping for certain (Cd, Ld) combinations. The effect on both the exegetic efficiency ηex (left plots) and the average
power output Ẇl (right plots) is shown for each cyclic steady-state. C+

d and L+d refer to Cd and Ld normalized by their respective nominal values in
Table 2. The remaining parameters are set to their nominal values. The separatrix between stable and unstable limit cycles are shown in white, with
arrows pointing in the direction of stable limit cycles

to E by reducing L+
f from 0.34 to 0.28 and C+

p from 4.7
to 3.9 simultaneously. Notice, in particular, the high sen-
sitivity to changes in Lf and Cp, whereby the full frontier
from A to E is described by a mere 20% variation in their
values. A practical implication of this high sensitivity is
that mathematical models capable of highly accurate pre-
dictions will likely be paramount to support the detailed
design of NIFTE, also calling for dedicated experimental
campaigns to further validate these models.
It is important to note, at this point, that the selection

of alternative triplets as decision variables in the multi-
objective optimization problem, including (Rf, Lf, Lp) and
(Rf, Lf,Cd), produces similar improvements of the NIFTE

performance. This, in turn, motivates the consideration
of larger parameter subsets in the multi-objective opti-
mization. The bottom-right plot in Fig. 9, for instance,
shows the Pareto frontier corresponding to the quadru-
plet (Rf, Lf,Cp,Cd). Comparison with the bottom-left plot
shows marginal improvement in terms of exergetic effi-
ciency or power output after adding the parameter Cd.
The consequence of Cd being redundant with the other
parameters (Rf, Lf,Cp) also manifests through the lack
of consistent trends in the design parameter values at
points A–E along the frontier (embedded table in bottom-
right plot). The consideration of alternative quadruplets
to optimize does not produce further improvement for
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Fig. 9 Predicted Pareto frontiers for various parameter subsets of the NTP-TL model. The Pareto frontiers are for the exegetic efficiency ηex against
the average power output Ẇl . The subplots correspond to varying the parameters Kth (top left), Rf , Lf (top right), Rf , Lf , Cp (bottom left), and
Rf , Lf , Cp, Cd (bottom right), with the other parameters kept at their nominal values in Table 2. Optimized (normalized) parameter values
corresponding to the labeled points on the Pareto frontiers are reported in the tables on each subplot. The reference NIFTE design is marked with a
green triangle. The CSS performance at sampled design parameters using Sobol’ sequences is displayed with orange dots

this NIFTE prototype. And even the optimization of
(Rf, Lf,Cp, Lp,Cd, Ld,Kth) all together leads to either a
maximal efficiency close to 1.2% or a maximal power
output of 0.35 W. Overall, these results establish that
near-optimal performance of the NIFTE can be achieved
through targeted modifications of three parameters only,
such as (Rf, Lf,Cp). In other words, optimizing the length
and/or diameter of the feedback and power cylinders
would be sufficient in practice for NIFTE to reach its full
potential.

Conclusions
The NIFTE is a simple and robust technology for low-
grade heat conversion to useful power. Early-stage pro-
totypes were found to exhibit relatively low thermal and
exergetic efficiencies, but these two-phase thermofluidic
engines are appealing compared to other low-grade heat
recovery technologies since they can operate with tem-
perature differences as small as (and possibly lower than)
30 °C between heat source and sink, and may be techno-

economically viable in applications where conventional
heat-recovery technologies are not feasible. The main
objective of this paper was, therefore, to conduct a model-
based assessment of the NIFTE technology under cyclic
steady-state operation, with a view to better understand-
ing its operation and quantifying its true potential.
A nonlinear dynamic model of the NIFTE describing

cyclic steady states as stable limit cycles was used as the
basis for our investigations, and we extended it to account
for irreversible thermal losses in nominally adiabatic com-
ponents of the device. For the first time, we could predict
the co-existence of multiple limit cycles for certain NIFTE
configurations, which may be either stable or unstable.
A parametric analysis of the most sensitive design

parameters of the NIFTE device (feedback, displacer and
power cylinders, and heat-exchangers) was conducted,
followed by a systematic multi-objective optimization to
characterize the Pareto frontier of maximal exergetic effi-
ciency versus maximal power output. Our results estab-
lish that failure to account for irreversible thermal losses
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can grossly overpredict the exergetic efficiency and power
output that may be delivered by a NIFTE. The assessment
conducted with the extended model predicts improve-
ment greater than 50% in either the work output or the
exergetic efficiency via targeted design modifications to
an early-stage NIFTE prototype. The optimization study
furthermore revealed that near-optimal performance of
the NIFTE can be realized by adjusting combinations of
no more than three parameters, such as the dimensions of
the feedback tube and power cylinder.
These improvements are particularly relevant for the

development of NIFTE pumps to support small-holder
irrigation in the developing world [38]. Though for the
NIFTE technology to be adopted for low-grade heat
recovery at larger scale, minimization of the irreversible
thermal losses via further design modifications would be
worth investigating, given that these losses entail a dra-
matic reduction in the exergetic efficiency and work out-
put. Other recommended follow-ups to our paper include
the execution of dedicated experimental campaigns to fur-
ther calibrate the NIFTE models, and the implementation
of optimized NIFTE designs to verify the model-based
predictions. In doing so, one should keep in mind the sim-
plicity of the electrical analogy models used relative to the
complexity of actual NIFTE devices. As more experimen-
tal data of NIFTE become available, it would be interesting
to attempt the development of hybrid semi-parametric
models that enable more reliable predictions by combin-
ing a physics-based models with data-driven components
[39].
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